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Qubit: The elementary unit of information

Classically

Bit

Quantically

Qubit

Generalization for a system of 𝑵
qubits: 
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Tensor product: From 1 to 𝑁

Dimension:
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Tensor/Kronecker product
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Pauli Matrices
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Eigenvectors: Eigenvalues:



Hadamard Gate 
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Eigenvectors: Eigenvalues:
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Classical linear codes

linear code

Error syndrome
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Dual codes
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Dual code

Weakly self-dual code Self-dual code



Distance

A code with distance d corrects errors on t qubits:

Example

The distance    of a linear code     equals the minimum number of 

linearly dependent columns of the parity check matrix    .
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Quantum Error Correction (1)

Code with distance     which encodes    qubits of information using    qubits

qubit state qubit state

dimensional subspace

The code lives in a 

Example
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Error detection Recovery

Quantum Error Correction (2)

Noise Error-correction

Error-correction

▪ May be separated into two steps: the error-detection or syndrome diagnosis and 

the recovery.

Error syndrome Error syndrome
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Quantum Error Correction (3)

An error-correction code can correct some set of errors iff it satisfies the quantum error-

correction conditions, and any set of errors whose errors are linear combinations of the errors 

from the correctable set is also correctable. 

Degenerate Code Non-degenerate Code
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Stabilizer codes (1)
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Stabilizer codes (2)
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Stabilizer codes (3)

Commutativity

Unitarity and Hermiticity

Commutativity

Unitarity and Hermiticity
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Stabilizer codes (4)

Linear independency of 

corresponding binary strings
Independency of generators

Independent set of generators
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Commutes with all generators Anti-commutes with at least one generator

Centralizer of S coincides with the normalizer of S 

Correction of errors

Stabilizer codes (5)
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Degenerate code

corrects

corrects

Non-degenerate code

The weight of an operator belonging to Pn is 

the number of terms in the tensor product 

which are not equal to the identity, and in the 

stabilizer binary string notation introduced

Weight The distance of a stabilizer 

code C(S) is defined to be the 

minimum weight of an 

element of N(S)−S

Distance

Stabilizer codes (6)
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Examples of 
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CSS Codes (1)

Definition 2.1 Let      and      be          and          classical linear codes such that  ________, 

and      and both correct   errors. An quantum code,           ______ , capable 

of correcting errors on up to   qubits can be created and is said to be a          code of       

over      . Moreover, letting the classical codeword               be such that                       for 

____ one has

,

with the                      spanning the code subspace.

Dimension of 

the code 

subspace
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CSS Codes (2)

Error correction

Bit flips

Phase flips
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CSS Codes (2)

Error correction

Bit flips

Phase flips
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CSS Codes (3)

The code                     is an                                          quantum code (with                         

if the code is non-degenerate), with     and     relating to                and               , and 

correcting errors occurring in at least up to                qubits.

Bit flip 

errors

Phase flip 

errors

Check matrix Commutativity
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Shor Code (1)

The Shor code is a           degenerate CSS code
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Shor Code (2)
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Shor Code (3)
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Steane Code

The Steane code is an example of a CSS code which uses the classical            Hamming 

code     with                and                  , and associated matrices
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Conclusion

The stabilizer codes are a simple class of quantum error correction codes with a 

remarkable similarity to classical linear codes. However, unlike classical error correction 

codes, quantum error correction codes may have that codewords are sent to non-

orthogonal subspaces for some errors, with the corrupted codeword being correctable 

(for any of the errors on the correctable set). Such codes are called degenerate codes.
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